SAY HELLO
By Rhett Walker Band

Choreo: Naomi Fleetwood-Pyle – Naomi_P@sbcglobal.net
Wait 16 Beats
Sequence: A-B-C-Break-A-B-C-Break-D-C-Ending

PART A:
2 Charlestons  DTS Tch(if) Toe/Heel RS,  DTS Tch(if) Toe/Heel RS
Soccer Turn  DTS Dbl/Up DSRS (1/2 Left)
Fancy Dbl  DTS DTS RS RS
REPEAT ALL OF ABOVE TO FACE FRONT

PART B:
Ky Drag  DTS/Drag/St(if) DTS/Drag/St(if) DTS/Drag/St(if) DSRS – Moving Left
Ky Drag  DTS/Drag/St(if) DTS/Drag/St(if) DTS/Drag/St(if) DSRS – Moving Right
8 DTS  8 DTS (Forward)
8 DTS  8 DTS (Forward)
4 Slow Steps  DTS DTS DTS DTS (Backward) – Slow Steps (2 Beats Each)

PART C:
Chain Left  DTS RS RS RS (Moving Left)
2 Basics  DSRS DSRS
Chain Right  DTS RS RS RS (Moving Right)
2 Basics  DSRS DSRS
2 Rocking Chairs  DTS Brush/Up DSRS – Turn ¼ Left on Each
Triple Brush Fwd  DTS DTS DTS Brush/Up (Fwd)
Triple Rock Back  DTS DTS DTS RS (Back)
REPEAT ALL OF PART C TO FACE FRONT

BREAK:
2 Slurs  ST/Slur(ib) ST/Slur(ib) ST/Slur(ib) DSRS – Moving Left & Right

PART A: Charlestons, Soccer Turn, Fancy Dbl, Repeat
PART B: Ky Drag (Left), Ky Drag (Right), 8 DTS (Fwd), 4 Slow Steps Back
PART C: Chain Left, 2 Basics, Chain Right, 2 Basics, 2 Rocking Chair Turns, Triple Brush Fwd, Triple Rock Back

BREAK: Slurs (Left & Right)

PART D:
Cha Cha Turn  RS(if) St/St/St (Turn ½ Left)
Cha Cha  RS(if) St/St/St (In Place – Don’t Turn)
Cha Cha Turn  RS(if) St/St/St (Turn ½ Left)
Cha Cha  RS(if) St/St/St (In Place – Don’t Turn)
Clogover Vine  DTS(ots) DTS(if) DTS(ots) DTS(xib) DTS(ots) DTS(if) DSRS (Move Left)
Clogover Vine  DTS(ots) DTS(if) DTS(ots) DTS(xib) DTS(ots) DTS(if) DSRS (Move Right)
HOLD 4 BEATS

PART C: Chain Left, 2 Basics, Chain Right, 2 Basics, 2 Rocking Chair Turns, Triple Brush Fwd, Triple Rock Back

ENDING: Do the Break L & R, Then St/Fwd Pull/St(Fwd) 4 X’s, 4 Basics Back